To develop an inversion procedure which will estimate the bottom acoustic properties with sufficient resolution and enable prediction of acoustic field over a range of frequencies.
LONG-TERM GOAL
To develop an inversion procedure which will estimate the bottom acoustic properties with sufficient resolution and enable prediction of acoustic field over a range of frequencies.
SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES
Investigate the usefulness of wavelets in determining the bottom acoustic properties at different scales using modal eigenvalues at different frequencies as input data.
APPROACH
The use of modal eigenvalues for estimating the compressional wave speed profile in sediments has been well documented 1 . In our earlier work, box car functions were used to represent the compressional wave speed profile in the sediments. In this study, I explore the use of basis functions derived from wavelets to represent the unknown compressional wave speed profile. Use of these basis functions will help in estimating the compressional wave speed profile at different scales. The wavelet ψ λ , ( ) u t represents a family of 
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